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ABSTRACT
This paper begins with the assumption that trade between Brazil and the Russian Federation is
underdeveloped. It thus takes the view that there are other product categories, which presents great
chances for further development resulting not only in financial gains, but also in closer collaboration
between the governments. Through a series of analysis of public data on international trade between
countries, literature and news review it is found that currently bilateral trade between Brazil and Russia
is concentrated in a restricted number of products, mainly quasi-commodities. In order to stimulate the
development of further bilateral trade, the paper focus on a few products that have potential for further
commercial exploration.
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INTRODUCTION
In a book (Ghemawat, 2011)written on the topic of market integration and where the world is heading
given new levels of interconnectivity and its impact on overall economy, the author touched in a very
interesting topic which is often overseen when analyzing development of economic activities in a
globalized context. His analysis on the unconventional barriers underlying levels of cross-border
integration and, for this purpose, he developed a framework called CAGE.
CAGE aims at identifying four different categories - Cultural, Administrative, Geographic and Economic -
and their effect on relationship between any two countries. The details of each level are described in the
table below.
Table 1: The CAGE distance framework
I ultural distance Administrative distant Geographical distance Econmi distanIc
Extenal distance
(bilateral/ plurilateral/
multiateral
internal distance
Sunilateral attributes)
-Different languages
-Different ethnicities/
lack
of connective ethnic or
social networks
- Different relgions
-Differences in national
work systems
-Different values,
norms,
and disoositions
-Traditionainsm
-Insularity
-Spiritualism
-inscrutabiity
-Lack of colonial ties
-Lack of shared regional
trading block
-Lack of common
c urrency
-Different legal system
-Dol tical hostility
-Nonmarket/ closed
economy
-Lack of membersn o in
internat ona
organizations
-Weak legal institutions/
corruption
-Lack of govern-ent
checks
and baances
-Societal confUct
Political expropriation
-Physical distance
-Lack of land border
-Differences in climates
(and diseases, environ-
ments,'
-Differences in time
zones
-Landiockedness
-Geograpnic size
-Geographic
remoteness
Source: World 3~O' ~oba~ prosperity aIdowo hee t(1)
-Difference in consumer
incomes
Differences in availibility of:
Human resources
Financial resources
Natural resources
Intermediate inputs
Infrastructure
Suppiier/ distribution structure
Complemets
Organ izationa! capablities
-Economic size
-Low per capita income
-Low level of monetazation
-imited resources, inputs,
infrastructure, complements,
capabilities
Source: World 3.0- glob,-d
-
The author of this paper has blood-ties in four different European countries, was born and raised in
Brazil, and at a later stage moved to Russia, therefore all the underlying assumptions of the CAGE
framework were already instilled in his thought process.
What was surprising was that Brazilian and Russians were not so far apart from each other despite the
fact that, if plotted in a CAGE chart, the results would be that almost all variants - with the exception of
natural resources and corruption - would lead to a different conclusion.
That being the case, the goal of this paper is: to review commercial trade between Brazil and the Russian
Federation, to understand which areas are already developed, to try to touch upon certain products
which could be key in strengthening ties in the bilateral trade, and to review ways to ease the trade
across borders.
The first part of the paper reviews Brazil and Russia international trade patterns from 2003 to 2011.
Originally the research set out to cover until the year 2012, but unfortunately not all trading data for
that year was uploaded in United Nations database (UNCOMTRADE).
The second section provides an analysis of the bilateral trade between Brazil and Russian Federation.
Volume, products and trade indicators were used to achieve this purpose.
The third section consists of an analysis of underdeveloped and/or non-existent areas of trade that
could be further developed, strengthening ties between these two countries.
The forth section consists of a quick review of the "Doing Business" report elaborated by the World
Bank, as well as a review of some of the trade barriers in both countries, to provide a better
understanding of the hurdles faced when trading across Brazil and Russia's borders.
The analysis was undertaken using public databases on world trade, literature review, news published
online and the author's own personal and professional experience. The database used was the Trade
Map Organization webpage, which compiles public available data published by UNCOMTRADE into a
friendly user format.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE: BRAZIL AND RUSSIA
BRAZIL INTERNATIONAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT
The development of Brazil's international trade between 2003 and 2011 is pictured in the graph below.
Graph 1: Brazil trade development
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From 2003 to mid 2006, exports were growing 3.76% more than imports, the trend reversed from the
second half of 2006 until end of 2008. At this point exports grew on yearly 18.68% while imports grew
33.25%.
In 2009, as a result of 2008's international crisis, both exports and imports went down: from $198 to
$153 billion and from $173 to $128 billion, respectively.
By the end of 2011, exports and imports not only recovered from the 2009 downturn, but also reached
levels far superior to the 2009's maximum levels. Exports reached its highest level in this nine-year
period, $256 billion as did imports, $226 billion.
Brazil's net trade balance has always been positive however, as observed previously, the effect of a
more accentuated expansion in imports then exports from 2006 onwards can be noticed on the slope of
the net balance. Over the period, the trade balance reached its peak, $46 billion, during the 9 years
observed. By 2010, the net trade balance contracted to $16.8 billion, its lowest value in the period
observed.
MAIN MARKETS AND PRODUCTS FOR BRAZIL EXPORTS
Between 2003 and 2011, the three main destinations for Brazil's exports were USA, Argentina and
China. China exports grew eleven fold, increasing its percentage from 6.22% to 17.47%, moving from
third main target country, to first. Argentina's participation in overall exports increased 2.68%, though it
thought the country became Brazil's third most important market. USA on the other hand, not only lost
its status as main market for Brazil's exports, but also saw its representation reduced 12.72%.
Graph 2: Main destinat ion of Brazil exports
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The graph above shows the main destinations for Brazilian exports have not changed much over nine
years. Eight (USA, Argentina, China, Netherlands, Germany, Japan, Italy and Chile) of the original ten
countries remained in the list, while Korea and Spain replaced the United Kingdom and Mexico.
Japan moved from seven to fifth place and consequently Germany, Italy and Chile moved to sixth,
seventh and eighth place, respectively.
Over this nine year period, there has being also little change over the items composing the list of
products exported. What did change was the overall percentage of each of those items.
Table 2: Main products exported by Brazil
3 72 !ron and steel 4.701.983 642%
00 seed, oleagIc 4ruits, gra n, seed, 'rut etc.
4 12 nes 4,388,706 5.93%
5 27 Minera fuels, o s, dIst at on products, etc 3,796,209 5.:9%
6 '26 Ores, slag and ash 3,643,94C 4.98%
7 02 Meat and edible meat owa. 3,640,954 4.97%
8 85 Electr cal electronc equ pment 3,175,981 4.34%_
Residues, wastes o- food industry, an ma:
9 23 fodder 2,71L796 3.70%
10 1.7 Sugars and suga, confectionerv 2,29L,543 3.:3%
11 44 Wood and articles & wood, wood charcoas 2.082,457 2.84%
12 88 A ,craft. spacecraft. and parts thereof 2,050,712 2,80%
Pulp o'wood, jbrous celulos ic mater a,
13 47 waste etc *.744.467 2.38%
14 '64 Footwear, ga ters and the ke, pa'ts therec _625.456 2.22%
15 '76 Aluminium and artic'es thereo' 1.503.069 2'05%
16 09 Ccfee, tea mate and sp ces 1,423,64 I 94%
Anime avegetable 'ats and oils, cleavage
17 15 products, etc .339,842 1.83%
18 29 Organic cheimcas 305,512 78%
19 2C Vegetab e. f7u t, nu., etc 'cod preparat ons -1292.586 -77%
20 99 Commodt es not e sewhere speced 2229.351 168%
21 59 Plastics and articles therec- L173.035 1 60%
Tobacco and manufactured tobacco
22 24 subst tutes 
..090,318 _ A9%
Paper and paperboard. articles ofcpulp,
23 8 paper and board 1087,347 1 49%
Rawv hides and sk ns (other than fursktns)
24 41 and eather . 062.015 45%
25 0 Rubber and art cies thereof 958,852 13.1%
Others 1.25.410 16.71%
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
Oi seed, oleagic fru ts, gra n, seed, fruit. etc,
3 '12 nes 16.53L.284 6 46%
4 '17 Sugars and sugar conectionery 15,154,129 5.92%
5 '84 Mach nery, nuc ear reactors, bo 'ers, etc 14,084,439 5.50%
6 '87 vehic es other than ralway, tramway 13,760,890 5.37%
7 '02 Meat and edibie meat offal 13,722,876 5.36%
8 '72 'ron and stee. 12,01.889 4.69%
9 '09 Coffee, tea mate and Spices 8,324,918 3. 25%
Residues, wastes of Food industry, animal
10 '23 fodder 5,988,326 2.34%
11 '85 Eiectrical, electron c equipment 5,:40,968 2.01%
Puip of wood, fibrous celufosic material.
12 '47 waste etc 5,001622 1.95%
13 '88 Aircreft, spacecraft, and parts thereof 4.340.510 1.70%
14 10 Cereals 4.032.748 1.58%
15 39 Ptastcs and artcies !hereo' 4.00987 1 57%
16 29 Organic chem ca s 3.595.536 - 40%'
inorganic chemica s. precious meta!
17 28 compound, sotopes 3,583.732 140%
18 71 Pear s, precious stones, meta s, Coins, etc 3,04.603 1.19%
Tobacco and manufactured tobaccc
19 24 substitutes 2,935.187 5151
20 20 Vegetable, fruit. nu: etc 'fod preparations 2.659.217 1.04%
21 ' Rubber and articles therec' 2,60,248 1.02%
Anima .vegetable rats and o is. cleavage
22 15 products. etc 2,590.134 01%
Paper and paperboard, artides of pulp.
23 '48 paper and board 2,187,580 0.85%
Rawi hides and sk ns lother than furskins)
24 1 and eather 2045755 080%
25 ' Wood and artc es ofwood, wood charcoa 1,900.095 0.74%
Others 30.955.642 12.09%
"Vehicles other than railway and tramway", originally the main export, grew 2.3 times but dropped to
sixth place.
The biggest increases were in "ore slag and ash" and "mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc". The
former moved from seventh to first place - increasing its participation from 4.98% to 17.27% -while the
latter moved from fifth to second place - increasing its participation from 5.19% to 12.35%.
"Meat and edible meat offal" increased from $3.6 to $13.7 billion, but remained as the seventh biggest
export, averaging of 5.17% of all exports.
"Sugar and sugar confectionery" grew from $2.29 to $15.15 billion, moving from tenth to fourth place.
"Coffee, tea, mate and spices" also demonstrated a similar growth, increasing exports from $1.42 to
$8.32 billion, moving from sixteenth place into the top ten exports.
"Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof" is a product category that deserves attention, not because the
participation increased considerably (on the contrary, it shrank from 2.80% to 1.95%) but because the
nature of the product (not a typical commodity or product with low technology input as the majority of
the most exported products from Brazil). Embraer's airplanes, mainly private jets, have gained market
share on the international markets (Goldstein, 2002) and currently are a direct competitor of more
traditional brands such as Bombardier, Learjet, or Gulfstream.
M'AIN SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCTS FOR BRAZIL IMPORTS
From the ten countries that Brazil imported most from in 2003, eight - USA, Argentina, Germany, Japan,
China, France, Italy Nigeria -remains in the list in 2011, while the United Kingdom and Algeria were
replaced by India and Republic of Korea.
Graph 3: Main suppliers of Brazil imports
2003 2011
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The USA remains the main origin of Brazil's imports. Volume grew from $9.73 to $34.23 billion, though
participation in overall imports dropped from 20.24% to 15.13%.
China and the Republic of Korea showed the biggest increase in market share. China grew 15.26 times,
going from $2.14 to $32.78 billion moving from fifth to second place, only $1.44 billion behind USA.
Korea jumped from eleventh to fifth place, increasing its import volume from $1.08 to $10.09 billion.
Very similar to exports, Brazil's baskets of main imports have not altered considerably over the nine-
year period, although changes in volumes traded and percentage increases for each item were realized.
Table 3: Main products imported by Brazil
TOTAL Al products 48,325,650
1 84 Machinery, nuclear reactors, boiers, etc 7,789.22 26.12%
2 '27 M nea 'ueis, ls, dista tion products, etc 7,460.437 15.44%
3 85 Eiect'ical, electronic equipment 6,773,992 14.02%
4 '9 Organ c chemcais 3106,362 6.4.%
5 '87 Veh cles otherthan ravav traray 2,9168 5 2'1%
6 39 P astics and artlcies rhereof 3 84 5 .82
Opt ca photo. techn ca rredica etc
7 90 appa'atus 1,86,042 3.76%
8 32 Fe't zers 1.7-.89 3.54%
9 '30 Pharmaceutica products 2,23 3.3%
10 20 CereaIs 1433,594 2.97%
11 38 Misce aneous chemica products 1,019.663 2.12%
12 4C Rubber and artic as thereo' 943,218 2 95%
lnorganic chemicals, precious rteta
13 28 compound. isotopes 695.909 244%
14 '73 Art c es of 1ron or stee 615,942 227%
15 '88 A rcrat spacecrat, and parts thereco 599.647 2:4?1
16 '5- Manmade naments 465.625 0.96%
-ann ng. dye ng estracts tannIns,
17 32 dervspigments etc 45.909 C.92%.
Pape. and paperboard, ar:c es c& pu p,
18 .8 paper and board 432,729 0853'
19 74 Coppe' and articles therec' 377.095 0 78%
20 '72 ron and stee 374.492 077%
21 76 A umi num and art c es therea 3sA5,420 ^-71
22 26 Ores, slag and ash 113,829 0 69%
O seed. eag c Iru its, g'a n,seed 4rut, etc.
23 '22 nes 274.357 057%
So t, su phur, ea-th. stone, plaster, me and
24 '25 cemen: 243.624 .50%
25 '37 Phoographic cr cinematograph c goods 231,985 C 48%
Others Z.987.820 13 5%
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
"Machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, etc" and "Mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc" are still the
main imports to Brazil however, from 2003 to 2011, such items swapped position from first to second
place, representing 18.55% and 14.90%, respectively in 2011.
"Vehicles other than railway, tramway" also appear as a main import item, as they grew more than $20
billion over the last nine years, reaching 10.00% of imports by 2011.
0 e pmacnmner y. nuclear reaco rs. oo;ners. etcc .5s u3 o: , muM' ".
3 85 E ectrical. electrcnic equipm'ent 26,395,:13 ::L67%
4 '87 Veh cles other than ra way. tramway 22,620,936 i0.c%
5 29 Grgan-c cherrmea s 9,396.640 4 15%
6 3 Fe-rtizers 9,138389 4.04%
7 '39 Past cs and arti ces thereo' 8,104,322 3.58%
8 30 Pharrraceutica; products 6499,228 2.87%
Cpt cal photo. technca: medica' etc
9 '90 apparatus 6.30,3837 2.79%
10 '40 Rubber and atcles thereo& 5,102 588 2.26%
11 '72 1eon and stee 3,955.390 . 75%
12 38 34 sce aneous chemrcal products 3,757 316 1.66%
13 73 Artfcles of ron or stee, 3,627.700 1.60%
14 '7- Copper and a-t- c es thereo- 2,77L536 !2-3%
15 '88 A rcraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof 2,515 569 ti%
16 'i0 Cerea s 2.372,563 :05%
lnorganic chemr cais, precious metal
17 '28 compound, 'sotopes 2,368 335 2'05%
Paper and paperboard, art c es of pu p.
18 '48 paper end board .753994 C073%
19 '76 Auminium and artc es thereos 163.3 0.72%
20 '26 Ores s ag and ash -49-a 4 0.66%
21 '22 Severages. sp -rts and negar 2429.053 5 .6%
22 '34 Manmade anaments 4165- C.63%
'ann ng.dye ngextracts, tenn ns
23 'S2 de vsp iments et: 2.38598 . 1%
F:sh. crustaceans, ro uscs, aquat c
24 '3 invertebrates nes 2280 683 3.535
Sa t, su.phur, earth, stone plaster, !me and
25 '25 cent 1.09961 049;%
C__ the's 24 249.76i 1 7 2%
RUSSIAN FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL 71 RADE DEVELOPMENT
From 2003 to 2008 exports, as well as imports kept an upward trend, with exports' value clearly higher
than imports. Notwithstanding, import's average annual growth rate was 36.15%, while export's
average 28.68% During this period, the export expansion was driven by prices of oil and gas, Russia's
main exports.
Graph 4: Russian Federation trade development
Russian Federation Trade Development (2003-2011)
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During and after the world financial crisis, the industry activity decreased, oil & gas prices tanked, and
demand in Russia's main market - Europe - dropped. Thus, after reaching a peak in exports of $468
billion in 2008, exports dropped $166 billion and imports $96 billion, a drop of 35.51% and 36.03%,
respectively.
Recovery up until the end of 2011 was strong but not sustainable. In 2010 growth was 32.57%, but
dropped to 19.47% in 2011. In these same periods, imports' growth was 45.59% and 19.47%,
respectively. Exports and imports surpassed 2008's peak though net balance did not. Net balance in
2011 was $193 billion, $8 billion short of its $201 billion peak in 2008.
Many products experienced an increase in market share of less than 1%, which simply guaranteed that
such products raised one or two levels in the rank of most imported goods. An example of such products
are: "Fertilizers", "Pharmaceutical products", "Articles of iron or steel" and "Aluminum and articles
thereof".
MAN MARKETS AND PRODUCTS FOR RUSSIAN FEDERATION EXPORTS
There has been little change during the period of 2003 - 2009 on the three main markets for Russia's
exports. The Netherlands continued to lead the list, increasing its representation in total exports from
6.18% to 11.85%. Exports to China grew almost five times, driving the country from third position to
second, representing 6.71% of exports. Belarus on the other hand, was in 2003 the second biggest
market for Russian goods, but it moved to fourth place.
Graph 5: Main destination for Russian Federation exports
2003 2011
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Germany still is a main destination for Russia's exports, moving from forth to fifth position. Ukraine,
once the fifth biggest market, now stands at seventh place with only 3.49%. Italy and Poland increased
its participation as a destination for Russian exports. Italy rose from sixth to third place and Poland from
tenth to sixth place.
USA, Turkey and Japan replaced UK, Cyprus and Finland as one of the ten main destinations for exports.
The basket of products exported by Russia has not changed considerably from 2003 to 2011. "Mineral
fuels, oils, distillation products, etc" leads the rank representing more than 50% of all exports,
"Commodities not elsewhere specified" comes in second place raising its participation from 8.94% to
13.87% and "Iron and steel" comes in third place, though its percentage dropped from 6.27% to 4.60%.
Table 4: Main products exported by Russian Federation
2 '99 Commodities not elsewhere speci'ed 11 951 349 8.94%
3 '72 iron and stee4 8,375,672 6.27%
4 '76 Aluminium and articles thereof 4,018,642 3.0i%
5 71 Pearfs, precious stones, metals. coins, etc 4,012C57 3.00%
6 '44 Wood and articies of wood, wood charcos 3,472,459 2.60%
7 '84 Machinery nuclear reactors b lers, etc 3,311,807 248s%
8 '88 Aircraf-, spacecraft, and parts thereof 2,808,359 2 10%
9 '75 Nicke and articies thereo' 2.27- C94 L-70%
10 '31 Fert'izers 1964A89 L-A7%
11 '29 Organic chemrica is -,507,930 1.13%
12 '87 Vehic'es other than ra way, tramway L486,518 L1:%
13 '85 Electr cal, electronic equipment 1,243,188 0.93%
14 "0 Cereais 11.652 0.83%
15 74 Copper and at c!es thereof 1100,812 C.82%
16 73 Art c!es o iron or stee '051,927 0,79%
'norganic chemica s, prec ous metal
17 28 compound, isotopes C04.523 0.78%
Paper and paperboard, artic es of pulp.
18 paper and coard 968,977 0.72%
19 0 ubber and artclesthereof 875,502 0,66%
Pulp of'wod, fibrous celu osic materia!,
20 47 waste etc 623,668 C 47%
Optica , photo. technical. medical etc
21 90 apparatus 613,660 0 46%
22 39 Plas!ics and articles theree' 521832 0 39*,
Fish, crustaceans, molluscs, aquatic
23 03 fnvertebrates nes 408,337 C 31%
24 61 Other base metals. cermets art c ies thereof 404,659 C.30%
RPaway, trrway, ocomot v'es, rc ng stock,
25 86 equipmrent 396.052 0,3 0%
Other 5.057,954 3.78%
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
70TAL Al products 478,009.197
1 '27 Mineral fuels, ois, disti'ation products, etc 282,391.913 59.08%
2 '99 Cormodities not elsewhere specied 66,278,660 13.871%
3 '72 iron and steel 21,984,917 4.60%
4 '31 Fertilizers 10,078,135 2.11%
5 '71 Pear's, precicus stones, metals, cons, etc 9,583,397 2.00%
ino'gan c chemicas, precicus meta
6 '28 compound, isotopes 7,892,298 1.65%
7 '76 A umn'num and articles thereof 7,796.427 1.63%
8 -4 Wood and artc es of wood, wood charcoa 6,976.146 1 -46%
9 '84 Machinerv, nuc ear reactors, bc Iers, etc 5.533.075 1.12%
10 '74 Copper and articles therecF 5.028.617 105%
11 75 Nickel and articles thereof 4,709,951 0.99%
12 -10 Cerea s 4,438,949 0.93%
13 '29 Organic chemica s 4,289,212 0.90%
14 '26 Ores. s ag and ash 4,030,304 0.84%
15 40 Pubber and a-t c es therec' 3,894,962 0.81%
Arms and armun t on parts and accessores
16 '93 therecl 3,557,537 0.74%
17 '83 Eiectrica electronic equ pment 3.306,536 0.69%
18 !87 Vehices other than ra way, tramway 3,00,1.42 0.63%
Fish, crustaceans, mcluscs, aquatic
19 '03 invertebrates nes 2,379.866 0.50%
20 '73 Articles o' irn or stee 2,076.106 043e
Paper and paperboard, artcl es of pulp.
21 48 paper and board 1,732,691 036%
22 '89 Sh ps, boats and other floating structures 1,609,446 0 34%
23 '9 Plastics and arti'es thereof "550,854 0 32%,
Salt, sulphur. earth, stone. plaster, I re and
24 25 cement 1,368,907 0 29%
Pulp o'v.ood. brcus cel uosic mate'a',
25 17 waste etc 361,362 028%
Others t 357.787 2 38%
Additional products worth paying attention to are "Fertilizers" and "Cereals". In 2003, Russia exported
$1.94 billion worth of fertilizers, ranking it as the tenth most exported product. By 2011, volume rose to
$10.08 billion making it the fourth most exported product.
Rank-wise, cereals remained quite stable, moving slightly up from fourteenth to twelfth place, growing
from $1.11 to $4.44 billion. However during this period Russia put an export ban in certain grains
(Welton, 2011), thereby affecting exported volumes.
"Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof", once a hallmark of Russian prowess in engineering, was the
eighth most exported product in 2003. By 2011, Russia total exports were zero.
On the opposite trend "Arms and ammunition, parts and accessories thereof" exports grew from $29
million in 2003 to $3.55 billion by 2011, being the sixteenth most exported product.
MAIN SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCTS FOR RUSSIAN FEDERATION IMPORTS
In 2003, the main origins of Russian imports were Germany, Belarus, Ukraine, China, USA, Italy, France,
Kazakhstan, Japan, and Finland. In 2011, eight of those countries remained in the list while Kazakhstan
and Finland were replaced by the UK and Korea.
Graph 6: Main suppliers of Russian federation imports
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Both China and Japan increased its market share in Russia. China grew by an astonishing 9.93% moving
from fourth to first place as Russia's main supplier, totaling $48.03 billion in 2011. Japan did not have
such a significant percentage change, only a 1.62% increase, but it also moved from ninth to fourth place
in the ranking, totaling $15.01 billion in 2011.
The Ukraine and Italy remained at the same position, third and sixth place, as exports grew 4.54 and
5.54 times, respectively.
Both the USA and France declined two positions from 2003 to 2011. The USA moved down from fifth to
seventh place, going from 5.17% to 4.21%, while France ended 2011 in ninth position with only 3.21% of
Russia's import market share.
Belarus, a former satellite of USSR and the second biggest supplier of Russia in 2003, has seen its market
share decline sharply, going from 8.51% to 4.74%, moving the country down to fifth place by 2011. The
experienced locals know that the explanation for the decline lies not in trade activity, rather on the
outcome of political motivations (Oliphant, 2009).
The five main products imported by Russia have not changed much from 2003 to 2011. Capital goods
such as "Machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, etc" continued to lead the rank, growing 3.44% over nine
years. "Commodities not elsewhere specified" dropped significantly, from second to eleventh place,
with only $6.02 billion worth of exports in 2011, though it's worth mentioning that imports in 2010 was
$35 billion. "Vehicles other than railway, tramway" surged from $4.01 to $37.86 billion, landing second
place as most imported product representing 13.30% of all imports. "Pharmaceutical products" did not
change much in its participation, on average 4.31%; but its CAGR over the last 9 years was an impressive
21.45%.
TaSe S: Main products imported by Russian Federation
70-A. A0 products 57,345,988
1 '84 Machinery, nuclear reactors, bolers, etc 8,435424 IA72.%
2 99 Commod ties not e sevhere specf ed 5,120,942 893%
3 85 Eectrca , electrcn c equ pment 4,9L-20 7. 66%
4 87 Vehicles other than ra iway, tramway 4,008,675 6.99%
5 '3C Pharmaceutica products 2.29 1929 4.00%
6 '2 Meat ano ed ble meat osa 22,1674 3.86%
7 39 P astics and art r es thereo' L.863.834 3 25%
Opt ca photo, technica med ca etc
8 90 apparatus 2,8:5.546 3.7%
Paper and paperboard, art c es of pup,
9 48 paper and board .492747 2.60%
10 73 Art c es of rn or stee 143 2952 2 504,
11 27 M neas fues, o s d st at on products. etc -293,274
norganic chemca s, precous meta!
12 28 ccmpound, iso:opes 2.70.095 2.04%
13 72 on and stee 12.68.-C 2 04%
14 'C8 Ed Ple 'rutt, nuts. pee c' c trus ut, meons -34,366 *98
15 2.7 Sugars and sugar conlect oner 2397:3 28%
Essenr a. n rrumes. rcsm es r,
16 33 to eteraes 933.398 263%
17 22 Beverages sp ts and inegar 900.540 57%
Tobacco and manufactured tobacco
18 24 substitutes 7-.6395 -
Cary products eggs, honey, ed ble an ma
19 04 productnes 624820 :09%
20 '8 riscelaneous chem ca products 61,- S24 -07%
7annrng, dye ng ekacts lann rs,
21 32 der yspgmtents etc 599.278 1205%
An ma .egetab s 'ats and o s. cleavage
22 5 roducts etc 59 2.3%
23 21 Misce aneous edible preparatons 59-442 103%
Eurn ture. ght ng. signs, pr'ahr cated
24 94 bud ngs 5872. :02%
25 26 Ores, slag and ash 57496- 2.00%
Others -17-0,83 20t42%
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
TOTAL AI products 284,736.888
1 '84 Machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, etc 5.,885t64 18.! 5%
2 '87 Vehc es other than radway, tra. way 37,864.37 13 30%
3 '85 Eiectrca, aeaccn c eque p ent 50,932,25 :0.86%
4 '3C Pharmaceutical products t3,184,447 4.63%
5 '39 Plastics and articles thereo 20,068,894 3.54%
6 '73 Articles of iron or steel 7,735,424 2.72%
Optica photc. techn ca mred ca. etc
7 90 apparatus 7 603.992 2 67%
8 '72 ron and stee 6.303,2C6 2.1
9 '08 Edsbie ru, nuts, pee' o- c.rus :ruit. meons 62.6.079 2.8%
10 02 Meat and editie meat ofa ! 6 9C.267 217%
11 '99 Commodlt es not eseihere spec 'ed 6,029.928 2.2%
12 '27 Minere 'uels, cls, d st aton products, etc 4.71 -535 25q
Paper and paperbcard. art c es c' pu p.
13 48 paper and board -306,433 ^.5 2.
14 '4 Footwear. gaiters and the ke, parts therec' 4 6,64.'7 %
15 40 Rubber and articles taoe 3.98.326 2. 38
Furrvture, 'ght ng. slgns, pa'eabrcated
16 94 bu dngs 3792.036 .33.
17 89 Ships, boa:s and other 'oat ng structures 362.834 227%
Ralway tramvay occmotves. ro ng stock,
18 86 equipment 3 598.64 2 26%
Ar!clesc'appare accessores nokn to
19 62 croche: 3470.374 222
Essentia o s. pee-umes, cosmetics,
20 33 to etenes -40
7
465 220%
Ar-cles 0' appare accessoes kn to
21 62 crochet 3273.233 115%
Ed b e vegetables and certain rcots and
22 '07 tubers 3 046.885 '07%
23 29 Organic chemicais 3,042,.297 2.07%
:no-gan c chemca s, precous mete
24 28 compound, lsotopes 2,92,825 2.02%
25 22 Beverages, sp ts and Vnega 2 7355048 C.96%
Others 50.927.703 27.89%
Other imports worth noting are "Edible fruit, nuts, peel of citrus fruit, melons" and "Furniture, lighting,
signs, prefabricated buildings ". The former grew from $1.13 to $6.21 billion and the latter from $0.58 to
$3.79 billion.
In 2003, "Meat and edible meat offal" was the sixth largest category, representing 3.86% of all imports.
By 2011, this volume dropped to 2.17%. Not surprisingly, a change in legislation or even embargos on
meat imports is one of Russia's favorite negotiation tools regarding foreign trade.
Two more products that made the top 25 most imported products in 2011 worthy of mention are
"Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts thereof" and "Edible vegetables and certain roots and tubers".
Trade rose from $0.41 to $3.05 billion and $0.30 to $4.16 billion, respectively.
BILATERAL TRADE BRAZIL - RUSSIAN FEDERATION
BRIEF HISTORY
Piccolli (2012) states that the relationship between Brazil and Russia has its roots when Brazil was still a
colony of Portugal. In 1808, when the Portuguese Royal Family moved to Brazil, the ports of the country
were opened to friendly nations, including Russia. Relationships were severed after the Russian
Revolution and was only reestablished after World War 1I, though bilateral relationships were limited to
commercial trade and some cooperation agreements of no value. The greatest developments in bilateral
trade and agreements between the two countries have happened in the last twelve years. Some
examples of such collaborations are described below.
In 2003, a Brazilian astronaut was selected to participate in the training program to prepare to go to the
International Space Station (ISS). Although many media channels such as the New York Times (Rohter,
2006) as well as official channels stated that the Brazilian did go to space, sources inside one of Russia's
space agencies told the author that was not the case. The astronaut only did the training program, but
was never launched to orbit.
In2008, the governments signed a treaty to end visa requirements for touristic and business visits
between the two countries. The agreement became effective in 2010 (Embaixada do Brasil em Moscou,
2010).
Many different bilateral treaties were signed over the years. The latest was signed in February 2013
(Gazeta Russa, 2013), aimed at doubling the trade flow in the next few years. The main highlights of this
treaty were agreements to facilitate wheat exports to Brazil as well as exports of soy products & pig
meat to Russia. The Brazilian army is also considering buying anti-air defenses from Russia, including
technology transfers.
TRADE DEVELOPMENT BETWEEN BRAZIL AND RUSSIAN FEDERATION
From 2003 to 2011, total bilateral trade between Brazil and Russia grew 2.89 times, from $2.05 to $5.93
billion. Trade between these two countries grew at an impressive average of 31.77% per year, reaching
a record of $7.98 billion by the end of 2008. In the following year, the side effects of the global financial
crisis started to spread to international trade, as activity dropped 46.39% in one single year, erasing
$3.70 billion worth of exchanges. 2010 and 2011 were years of recovery as trade grew 67.27%; bringing
total accounts back from the 2009 low of $4.28 back to the $7 billion level.
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One can observe that the gap in volume traded between the countries was very wide from 2003 to
2008, with Brazil leading the bilateral trade. However, it is worth noting that Russia, year by year,
increased its volume exported to Brazil. In this same period, Russia exports grew 430.33% (from $0.55 to
$2.94 billion), more than double the growth experienced by Brazil, 210.15% (from $1.50 to $4.65
billion). After 2009's low, Russian's exports embarked on a strong recovery, during 2010 and 2011
growth margins were 35.29% and 54.11%, respectively. Brazil's recovery was less consistent, first
exports grew by 44.52% in 2010, but then only 1.70% in 2011.
The graph below reinforces the condition of Brazil as net exporter in the bilateral relationship,
presenting an average of 68.91% participation in overall flow, leaving Russia with the remaining 31.09%.
Between 2003 and 2011, Russian exports to Brazil grew from 27.01% to 41.12%, while Brazil's share
contracted from 72.99% to 58.88%.
Graph 8: Participation on Bilateral trade
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Even with Russia's improving performance, Brazil
net total of $14.81 billion between 2003 and 2011
remained the positive net exporter, accumulating a
MAIN BRAZILIAN PRODUCTS EXPORTED TO RUSSIA
The table below represents the main exports to Russia in 2003 and 2011. The list is topped by products
with low, or better said, no technological inputs. "Sugars and sugar confectionery", "Meat and edible
meat offal" and "Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes" exports combined represented
89.37% in 2003 and 85.44% in 2011.
Table 6: Main Products exported from Brazil to Russian Federation
1 2" Sugars and sugar confect onery 684,50 45,63%
2 '2 meat and ed. be meat cla 592.855 39.52%
Tobacce and manufactu-ed tobacco
3 '24 substtutes 60322 . 22%
4 '2 MIsce'aneous ed b e preparations 35,775 25%
An ma vegetabe 'ats and o s. c eavage
5 5 products, etc 29,393 :.96%
6 88 Arcraft, spacecra't and parts therec' 1900  30%
7 73 A-t coeso rono-stee 7130 048%
Essenta o 's. perumes. cosmet cs,
8 33 to eteries 5,737 045%
norgan c chem ca s. prec ous meta
9 28 compound, isotcpes 5,557 044%
Al bum no ds. mod aed starches g ues
10 35 enzymes 5.S75 0 2,
11 84 Mach nery nuceer reactos bc e-oetc 5.88C 0.39%
12 6, Footwea. ga ters and the ke, parts thereo 5.353 0.36%
13 29 Cgantc chemca s 4.37 0.27',
14 87 Vehc;es ethe- than 'a way tram.'y 3,674 0.24%
15 85 Eectr ca e'ecronic equ pmert 3.22 0 2%
pesidues, w.astes o"cod ndustry, an ma:
16 23 fodder 3,008 C.20%
17 26 Ores. sag and ash 2,847 0 29%
Zu-n :ure. ght ng, sgns. p-e'ab- cated
18 94 bu dngs 2,344 0L5%
19 09 Co"ee. tea. mate and spi ces -.- 70 C15%
20 82 Toois, mplements cutery etc c' oase meta ,68 0215%
Parer and paperboard. a-tes c, pu p
21 48 paper and board 2652 0211%
22 28 Ed ble 'ru t nuts pee o'c trus'rut. meIos 2599 C12%
23 '26 Mta, 'sh and sea'osd -ood preparet ons nes 2528 020%
24 Rubber and art c es !herec' C48 0 %
Cpt ca . photo, techn ca,. med ca .etc
25 90 eppa-etus 2296 009%
Cthe- 77 0
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
The two main products with the highest degree of technological input represented a small share of
exports in both years. "Aircraft, spacecraft, and parts thereof" exports was $19.5 million and $27.57
million, composed mainly of small private aircrafts. "Vehicles other than railway, tramway" represented
only 0.24%, or $3.67 million dollars; sales, mainly of tractors, grew continuously until 2008 when it
reached $245.39 million. After that, exports dropped considerably and the category no longer was part
of the 25 most exported products.
The categories with the biggest growth were "Coffee, tea, mate and spices" and "Machinery, nuclear
reactors, boilers, etc". Coffee exports increased 48 times, going from $2.27 to $110.34 million; while
machinery grew 14 times, going from $5.88 to $86.36 million.
2 '02 Meat and edibie meat effal :552.682 36.83%
Tobacco and manu'actured tobacco
3 '24 substitutes 190 542 4 52%
Oi seed, cieag c 'ruits. grain, seed, 'ru etc.
4 '12 nes .55.247 3,68%
5 '09 Ccfe, tea, mate and sp' ces ,20,342 2.62%
6 '84 MachinerV, nuclear reactors, boiers, etc 86,362 2 05%
7 '21 I.sce aneous ed ble peparations 76.083 1280%
8 '5 Products o' anima' or gin, nes 49,794 .18%
9 88 A rcraft, spacecrat and parts thereo' 27,576 0 65%
10 64 Footwear, gaters and the ke. pa-ts thereo' 25,97C 0 62%
Stone. p aster, cement asbestos. m ce. etc
11 '68 ar:icles I0242 0.24%
12 29 0rgan c chem cai s 8 695 0 2:
13 '6 Meat Ish and seatood 'ooc prepa-at os nes 5 542 C 3":
14 7 Pea-is, prec cus stones meta:s, co ns, etc 5 090 01
15 44 Wood and artces c' w cod. wood charcoa 4 38 2 C 0%
A bumino ds, mod ed starches. giues.
16 '35 enzymes ,375 C 0%
17 08 Edibe ru t, nuts, pee o'c it-us -ru t, melons 4 297 C 0%
18 85 Electr ca eectronic equipment 3973 0 C9%
Raw. h des and sk ns (othe- :han lursk ns)
19 2 and eather 3586 0 09
20 20 Vegetable. fruIt, nut, etc food p-epa-a: ons 2,922 0 07%
Opt ca . photo, technica med ca etc
21 '90 apparatus 2 677 0 06%
22 '73 Art c es oe ron or stee 2 59: 0 06%
23 '82 sos, mp ements, cutteey, etc c' base reta 2493 0 06%
Paper and paperboad. a-t c ts c' Du p
24 8 paper and oars 2I C 0C5%
Cerea ou-, starch, m k prepa-at ons and
25 29 products 2 290 0 05%
Othr 17.195 242%M
In 2003, "Oil seed, oleagic fruits, grain, seed, fruit, etc" exports were non-existent. By 2011, it occupied
fourth place totaling $155.25 million, composed mainly by exports of soybeans.
MAIN RUSSIAN PRODUCTS EXPORTED TO BRAZIL
Russian exports have a far different dynamic then Brazilian one. The list is lead by one category only,
"Fertilizers", while the remaining basket changed considerably, either by percentage or by replacement
of the main products exported.
Fertilizer exports in 2003 and 2011 were 74.36% and 63.81%, respectively. "Nickel and articles thereof",
once the second biggest export representing 13.36%, declined continuously reaching 0.04% of overall
exports. "Iron and steel" the third biggest export in 2003 (2.35%), continued to grow reaching a peak of
$351.75 million in 2010. Nevertheless, by end of 2011, this number dropped to $95.24 million.
Table 7: Main products exported from Russian Federation to Brazil
-TAL A products 555 156
1 12 
5
e t rers .2,809 74.36%
2 75 N cke. end a-t c es thereo' 74.274 23 36%
3 72 ron and stee, 13.060 235%
Salt, su phur, ea-th. s-one. p aster. Ume and
4 25 cement 2757 2' 2%
norgan C che-r ca s, p,-ec cus meta
5 28 compound, isotopes 9,3-- 2.8%
6 27 Midnera 'uels, os, d s: at on products, etc 7,688 L38%
7 29 Organ cthem cals 6,7:0 1.%
sh, rusteceans mc uscs aqua'rc
8 03 nvertebrates nes 5237 C.94%
9 40 Pubber and art c es thereo 45 075%
10 84 Mach ner, nuc ear eacto-s. bo es etc 3,947 -.7
11 8, Othe- hase meta s. cermets. a-' c es 'hereo' 2.2'6 0 40%
Opt ce photo. techn cc , med ca etc
12 9C appra:us s5 0 9%,
Paper and paperboard a-t c es c' pu p.
13 48 ape- and board 2'08 228%
Soaps uL" cants .vaxes. cand es modo ng
14 34 pastes 555 .
15 39 P ast cs and artic no therec 278 0.05%
16 85 Eect-ce eectron c equ pmient 255 0.05%
Raw hdes and sk ns (other than - sk ns
17 4 and eather 236 C04%
Tobacco and manu'actured tobacco
18 24 suLsitutes 68 C 03%
19 22 Beverages, sp -ts and - regar 42 003%
20 26 0-es slag end ash 134 0.02%
21 74 Copper and art c!es thereo 229 0 02%
Stone. p as'e cemen'. ashes'os, r ca etc
22 68 0tces s 0,02%
23 7C 0sos and gBss so-e 15 0 02%
24 38 M sce aneous cherr ca products 32 0 02%
25 76 Aum n ur and art c'es thereo' 26 000%
Othe-s :i 00 '
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1 15! Fert cers '.878,681 65.8.%
2 27 Mineras oeis, c.s, dist at on prcducts, etc 503,767 17.22'%
3 '40 Rubber and ar:cles thereof 156,793 5.33%
4 72 ron and stee, 95,249 3 24%
Salt, sulphur, earth, stone p aster. me and
5 25 cement 90,607 3.08%
6 '71 Pears, precious stones, m'etais, co ns, etc 87,825 Z.98'
7 B5 Electrica e ectron cequ pment 27,753 0.94'
8 81 Other base neta s. cermets, a-tic es therec' 6,940 0.58%
Pape, and paperboard, ar. C c c pu p.
9 48 paper and board 6 622 C56',
norgan c chem c, precious meta
10 28 compound, sotopes 15,217 0.52%
11 29 Organ c chem:cais 35 C 3811
12 76 A um narr and a c es !he-ec' 0 C 4L
13 79 Znc and a't c es the-ec' 5 3 :.22
A-ms and ammun cn, parts and accesso es
14 93 therc- 75- - 06%
Scaps, ub-cants, waxes, cand es. mode ng
15 5 pastes 5,849 025.
16 84 Mach nevY nuclear reac:crs. b e,5. etc 5 .08 C 21%
17 39 P est cS and a-t:cles therec- :.720 0 09'
Ou p o' wood. -becus ce a os it mater a
18 :7 -waste etc 2.055 C.07%
19 82 oois, mp ements. er. etc ; Lase meta 1.927 0.07%
Optca photo. technca rredca , etc
20 90 apparatus :,806 006%
21 38 Miscelaneous chem ca' products 239 004%
22 75 Ncke and art c Cs thereo' :,069 004.
Stone. p aster cement. asbests ma. cetc
23 38 artces 783 0.03%
24 74 Coppe- and ar c es thereo' 5:1 C.02'
25 70 Glass and g assware 502 0.02%
Othe 2 5 5 009%-
Two categories worthy of attention are "Mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc" and "Rubber and
articles thereof". Mineral fuels and oils exports (composed mainly by petroleum oils not crude, coal,
briquettes and other by-products of coal) grew from $7.68 to $503.76 million, making it the second
category most exported in 2011, representing 17.11%. Rubber exports are mainly lead by synthetic
rubber (a by-product from the oil refining process); sales rose from a meager $4 million in 2003, to
$156.79 million in 2011 placing the category in third place, representing 5.33% of all exports.
"Arms and ammunition, parts and accessories thereof" is a category that deserves a follow up. Before
2010 there was no trade in this category, in the year mentioned a total of $32.22 million was exported
to Brazil. In 2011, the volume was only $4.75 million, but given that Brazil has a very underdeveloped
military industry, combined with a treaty signed by both governments (EXAME, 2013) to supply Brazil
with some military weaponry, exports will rise considerably in years to come.
TRADE INDICATORS
COMPLEMENTARITY INDEX
The Complementarily Index (CI) measures to which degree export patterns of one country matches
import patterns of the other country. A high degree of complementarity indicates favorable prospects
for successful trade (Mikic & Gilbert, 2009).
Cl is calculated by adding up the absolute value of the difference between the import category share of
the importing country and the export share of the exporting country, divided by two. The number is
than converted from a percentage form to number, where a hundred indicates a perfect match between
both countries, and zero indicates no complementarity at all.
For the case of this study two Cl were measured. One relative to Brazilian exports in relationship to
Russian imports and another measuring Russian exports relative to Brazilian imports.
From 2003 to 2006, Brazil's Cl in relation to Russia's imports remained relatively stable, 40.59 and 40.71,
respectively. From 2007 until 2011, the index eroded, reaching its lowest point, 31.32.
Graph 9: Complementary index
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On the other hand, Russia's Cl increased reaching its peak 32.66 by 2008. From then until 2011, the
index dropped to the 28's level and remained at this range closing 2011 at 28.77 (0.83 lower than the
beginning of the series, 29.60).
There are some limitations in using the Complementarity Index. Having high overall Cl or product
specific Cl does not mean that trade will occur. There might be other barriers such as distance between
countries (cost of freight) or difference in magnitude of volumes exported and imported, as well as
product requirements.
TRADE INTENSITY INDEX
The Trade Intensity Index (TiI) gives a number that reflects overall participation in imports of a selected
country in comparison to the exporting country's performance in world trade (Mikic & Gilbert, 2009).
The TII is achieved by calculating the exporting country share in overall imports of the importing
country, divided by the exporting country's participation in world trade exports. A value greater then
unity indicates that exports are higher than expected (based on exporting country's participation in
world trade).
As was the case with the Complementarity Index, two TI1 were calculated: one where Brazil is the
exporting country and Russia is the importing country, and vice versa.
From 2003 to 2006, Brazil TII with Russia varied drastically, but remained always below 3.00 and above
2.00, indicating a strong volume of exports from Brazil to Russia. In 2007, Brazil's TIl crossed this support
line for the first time (1.61), and continued to decrease until 2011, when it reached its lowest level of
intensity 1.03, almost crossing the 1.00 reference point.
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Russia TI1 with Brazil shows a different pattern. From 2003 to 2011, it never crossed the 1.00 threshold,
which indicates "intense trade". Without much oscillation, the index's average for the period was 0.52.
Low or high Trade Intensity Index, as well as overall changes in it, reflects other factors such as bilateral
trade agreement or trade barriers. Furthermore, a decline in Til index does not mean a decline in the
participation of target's market imports. In this study, one can observe both effects.
Brazil TIl in 2003 was 2.67, while its participation in Russian imports was 2.58%, in 2011 both numbers
dropped, 1.03 and 1.43%, respectively. Russia on the other hand had in 2003 a TIl of 0.64 and
represented 1.15% of all Brazilian imports. In 2011, TIl dropped to 0.49, yet participation in Brazil's
imports rose to 1.30%.
1R siA N-HERFINDAHL INE 
The Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) (The United States Department of Justice, 2013) indicates
whether a country's exports are concentrated or diversified among a certain number of products. The
index is calculated by squaring the participation of each product in the overall exports of a country and
then summing the results. A country export pattern can be classified as diversified (HHI lower then
1,500), moderately concentrated (HHI between 1,500 and 2,500) and highly concentrated (HHI higher
then 2,500).
Brazil's exports to Russia are highly concentrated with an average HHI of 3,679 during the period
studied, reaching a maximum of 4,048 in 2009. This number comes as no surprise given that exports to
Russia were always concentrated in three main categories. Combined volumes of "Sugars and sugar
confectionery", "Meat and edible meat offal" and "Tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes"
make up more than 80% of all exports.
Graph 11: Hirschman - Herfindahl Index
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Russian exports are equally concentrated with an average HHI of 4,751. Notwithstanding a high HHI, the
difference lies on the fact that during this interval, export patterns to Brazil changed drastically. In its
peak back in 2003, HHI was 5,726; by 2010 it reached its lowest value, 2,475. By 2011, the index went
back up, closing the period at the same level as its average. Both in 2003 and 2011, "Fertilizers" was the
main export, but over the years participation dropped from 74.36% to 63.81%. Apart from the decrease
in the fertilizer representation, the mix of exported products changed significantly both in numbers of
products exported, as well as in the concentration in each category. The combination of these three
factors, contributed to the decrease in HHI.
It is interesting to compare Brazil and Russia's Hirschman-Herfindahl Index in world exports to HHI in the
bilateral trade. HHI Brazil-World average is very low, 481, indicating a diversified export basket; the item
with the biggest concentration in 2011 was "Ores, slag and ash " (17.27%). Alternatively, HHI Russia-
World average was 3,882, reflecting Russia's main economic activity, oil and gas. The "Mineral fuels, oils,
distillation products, etc" category represented 59.08% of all exports.
ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTS WITH UNDERDEVELOPED EXPORT POTENTIAL
IN THE BILATERAL TRADE
Comparing HHI for Brazil and Russia bilateral trade, with HHI for Brazil and Russia World trade
participation begs the question whether commerce between the two countries can be enhanced by
stimulating trade in sectors not previously developed, or underdeveloped.
The logic is that Brazil that has a very low HHI in world trade, but very high HHI when trading with
Russia, should be able to diversify its basket of exports to Russia.
For Russia the scenario is reversed, which means that should Russia put its efforts to export more of its
specialized products (petroleum and derivates of) and increase overall volume.
In the previous part of this thesis, all analysis was conducted using the Standard International
Classification (SITC) 2 digits product category, which gives a broad understanding of the nature of the
product's categories. In this second part, a SITC of four digits will be used to allow for a deeper level of
information of which types of products should be considered for further trade.
The method used to short-list products with potential for trade development is the following:
1' - The list of products was set from largest to smallest regarding how much the exporting country
exports to the World.
2"n - The first filter was selecting only products which the target country imported more than $ ibillion
per year.
3'r- The second filter was selecting products that the exporting country traded more than $750 million.
The reason for not setting this limit to the same $1 billion level of imports mentioned in the paragraph
above was to build some flexibility regarding fluctuations over the years.
4 - The third filter was to exclude any products which a target market exports at a similar level that it
imports. A product with such characteristics would imply that there is a local substitute offer available.
5th - The fourth filter limits products which there are no existing trade, or trade was inferior to $50
million. The only exception to this rule was "Petroleum oils, not crude" exported by Russia given that
this is one of the main exports of Russia, and its participation to Brazil can be increased drastically.
6th - The fifth and final filter eliminates products which pass through the previous filters but has no real
chance to be commercialized either because of logistical costs or because current suppliers
demonstrated clear superior competitive advantage which bars any chances of entering the market.
The method above was used to alter the role each country played. First, Brazil was the exporting country
and Russia was the target market; Second, Russia was the exporting country and Brazil was the target
market.
BRAZILIAN PRODUCTS WITH EXPORT POTENTIAL TO RUSSIAN FEDERATION
The original list of SITC products with four digits is composed of 1,248 products; this list was reduced to
five products that Brazil has export potential to Russia according to the filters described earlier.
Table 8: Brazilian products with export potential to Russian Federation
TOTAL A Iseected products 67,778 655,64 9,167, 33 6
Se prcpe d bu dozer, angiedozer, grader,
excavator,etc 47 386 2' 172. C2 3,276,86
'902 Polmers o4 ethy ene, in prmary forms 2 1'50,0'4 ,08480
Med carnent mixtures (not 3002, 3005, 3006K
'3=CC put n dosage C ,05C69 20.835,93C
L ght vesse .dredger-cat ng
'8905 dockf cat ng/submers b e dr p at'orm C ,C42,896 i,916.12
'6'C3 Fcotwear, upper o eather 2C,39C 735,953 2,89,989
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
Within those five categories Brazil exports to the World in 2011 totaled $6.45 billion, only 1.05% of this
volume ($67.78 million) was in trade with Russia. If compared to Russia's total import needs, $19.17
billion, Brazil's participation is furthered reduced to 0.35%
'8C29
"SELF-PROPELLD BULDOZER, ANGLEDOZER, GRADER, EXCAVATOR, ETC"
Brazilian world exports of product 8429 grew 5.17 times (from $0.42 to $2.71 billion) between 2003 and
2011. The USA remained the main market for such exports.
Table 9: Brazil main markets for exports of"Self-Propelled Bulldozer, Angle dozer, Grade, Excavator, etc"
1 United States of America 123,335
2 Mexico 41,598I
3 Chile 26.391
4 United Arab Emi rates 17,898
5 Argentina :5,562
6 Netheriands 12 129
7 Japan 1,099
8 Peru 10,991
9 Belgium 8,861.
10 Saud, Arabia 8,8'6
Others 143,035
419,7'5
1 United States of America 456,276
2 Argentina 2170,925
3 Peru 155,523
4 Mexico 128, 696
5 Belgium 116.487
6 Canada 100,752
7 Chle 95,939
8 Colombia 87,378
9 Saud; Arabia 83,649
10 Turkey 68,208
Others 668.269
Tota 2,172,102
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
The top 10 destinations for such exports in 2003 were, from largest to smallest markets: USA, Mexico,
Chile, UAE, Argentina, Netherlands, Japan, Peru, Belgium and Saudi Arabia. In 2011, the list remained
very much the same with the difference that Canada, Colombia and Turkey replaced UAE, Netherlands
and Japan. The increase in trade with countries in South, Central and North America comes as no
surprise given the reduced transportation costs.
It is worth noting that despite costs of freight, especially when it comes to transporting heavy
machinery, Brazil increased its participation in more distant markets in 2011. Sales to Belgium grew from
$9 to $116 million, Saudi Arabia's grew from $9 to $84 million, and Turkey's grew from $4 to $68.
Australia (not in the table) grew from $3 to $66 million.
Russian imports of this article grew 12.8 times (from $0.25 to $3.18 billion) in the same period. Part of
the growth can be associated with the utilization of products in two very distinct, but very important
Total
sectors of Russian economy, real estate and mining. In 2011 investments in the commercial property
market alone was $11 billion (Colliers International, 2012), while revenues from the mining sector
totaled $158.7 billion (MarketLine, 2012).
Graph 12: Russian Federation main suppliers of "Self-Propelled Bulldozer, Angle Dozer, Grade, Excavator, Etc"
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In 2003, Russia's main suppliers were Japan, USA, Germany, Belgium, UK, France, Republic of Korea,
Sweden, Finland and Poland. In 2011, the three Nordic countries were replaced by Austria, Italy and
Brazil. Belgium also left the rank opening space for China.
Japan remains the biggest exporter with 24% of the market, followed by UK, USA, Korea and China
having on average 12% of the market each.
Brazil exported a total of $53 million to Russia; this number is not distant from the $66 million exported
to Australia. If Brazilian exporters manage to further strengthen ties with Russia and bring exports to the
same levels as to Australia, it would surpass Italy's $65 million exports and at the same time increase its
trade balance by $13 million.
3,06%
3.08%
311%
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"POLYMERS OF ETHYLENE, IN PRIMARY FORM"
With a CAGR of 15.95% in the period of 2003 to 2011, Brazil's exports of product 3901 grew from $0.38
to $1.45 billion. Argentina remained the main destination; imports grew from $123 to 336 million, an
implied CAGR of 11.78%.
Table 10: Brazil main markets for "Polymers of Ethylene, in Primary Form"
1 Argentina 1 123,231
2 Ch e 52,262
3 United States o4 America 23,104
4 Spain 20,630
5 Belgium 19,234
6 China 15,085
7 Uruguay 13,356
8 italy 9,815
9 Paraguay 9,326
10 Bova 9,304
Others 87,.01
Tctai 382,748
1 Argentina 335,963
2 Belgium 225,736
3 China 166,832
4 Chle 80,026
5 Ecuador 57,690
6 Spain 47,945
7 United States of America 46,564
8 Colombia 39,093
9 Portuga 36.2C
10 Peru 34,091
Others 379,900
Tota 1,450,044
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
The list of main markets makes an interesting composition. In both years, there was five South
American, three European, one North American and one Asian country. Be that as it may, the countries
were not the same by 2011. Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia and Italy were replaced by Ecuador, Colombia,
Peru and Portugal.
As compared to the last example, trade with countries located closer to Brazil did not increase more in
relation to countries located further away. On the contrary, Chile and USA, once the second and third
biggest market, dropped to fourth and seventh position, respectively. Exports to Belgium and China
grew at a CAGR of 31.47% and 30.61%, respectively.
Russian polymer of ethylene's imports grew at an astonishing CAGR of 30.59%, from $0.10 to $1.05
billion, mainly with the same suppliers. The only changes were that Saudi Arabia and Thailand replaced
Sweden and Switzerland on the list.
Graph 13: Russian Federation main suppliers of "Polymers of Ethylene, in Primary Form"
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At first glance, there seems to be no chances for Brazil to penetrate this market. Finland remains the
biggest exporter with 17% of market share; Korea and Germany consolidated their position with 12 and
11%, respectively; followed by Belgium and Saudi Arabia with approximately 9% each. From the sixth to
the tenth biggest exporter, market share goes down gradually from 6 to 4%. The market is set, but the
opportunity lies in the fact that one of Russia's biggest suppliers is also Brazil's second largest client.
In 2011, Belgium imported $226 million from Brazil and exported $98 million to Russia. In the same
period, Brazil exported only $2 million to Russia.
The answer is not as simple as it seems, Brazil has no capacity or specialization to replace Belgium as one
of Russia main suppliers. In 2011, Belgium exported $6.8 billion of such products worldwide, dwarfing
Brazil's $1.45 billion. Such a difference in scales leads to the conclusion that Belgium products will
probably have a better price offer to Russia.
Thailand is the tenth largest exporter, with 4% of Russia's market and a total of $38 million exported in
2011. It seems viable for Brazil to secure $10 million in export contracts (one quarter of Thailand's
export) and start expanding its participation thereafter.
"MEDICAMENT MIXTURE (NOT 3002, 3)005, 3006), PUT IN DOSAGE"
From 2003 to 2011, Brazil exports of medicament in this category grew from $0.20 to 1.05 billion or 5.3
times. Given the nature of medicaments (registration process each product needs to undergo prior to
commercialization) it comes as no surprise that this category does not present an exponential growth.
For that same reason, once a product is successfully introduced in a country, one will observe its market
share accelerates unless threatened by a competitor with better economies of scale. One peculiarity of
the Russian Pharma industry is that, even if medicaments are already tested and approved by any of the
international agencies, Russian authorities will request local clinical trials.
Table 11: Brazil main markets for "Medicament Mixture, Put in Dosage"
I Argentina SA, .118
2 Mexico 29,984
3 Venezueia 22,040
4 Cclombia 18.220
5 Chie 12,869
6 Panama 9.967
7 Costa Rca 7,535
8 Peru 7,317
9 Ecuadcr 5,391a
10 Uruguay 5,__ ____
Others 25,C77
Tota 197,62
1 Denmark 240,499
2 Venezuela 134,836
3 Argentina 1C.179
4 United States c America 65,819
5 Mexico 64,908
6 Colomb a 46,42C
7 Spai n 41,235
8 Chie 37,731
9 Panama 37,313
10 Germany 35,5L6
Others 239.983
__~_c ta 1,C54,469
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
In 2003, the main markets for Brazilian exports were South or Central American countries. Argentina,
Mexico and Venezuela accounted for 53.71% of exports, totaling $106 million. By 2011, export volumes
to these three countries grew to $309 million, but market share dropped to 29.31%.
Another interesting factor was the inclusion of four developed countries in the list of the main
destination for Brazilian products. By 2011, Denmark alone represented 22.81%, with $241 million; USA,
Spain and Germany represented 13.52%, totaling $143 million. An increase in trade in the medicament
sector with developed countries is a clear indicator of the high standards of Brazilian products.
The fact that Russian imports grew close to the Brazilian exports multiple, 5.31 and 5.34, respectively.
On the other hand, volume imported by Russia is much higher than Brazil's exports. Imports in 2003
were $2.04 billion; by 2011, the value was $10.84 billion.
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The list of main medicament suppliers to Russia reflect the description above which, given hardships to
register new drugs, once a supplier establish itself in a country, the tendency is to consolidate its
position. From 2003 to 2011, Germany, France and India exports combined accounted for 40.25% and
37.44% of the market, respectively. The other seven remaining suppliers, with the exception of Denmark
and Austria, had small variations regarding their participation in Russian exports.
The Russian market for imported medicaments is big and will continue to grow. If Brazil is able to
register its products appropriately and establish joint ventures with local players, exports to the country
could rapidly reach a level of $100 million (or 1% of 2011 imports). The need for a JV is of the utmost
importance because, different from most developed economies, pharmaceutical distribution systems in
Russia are composed of thousands of small regional distributors, mainly local entrepreneurs with good
relationships with regional authorities who work together to keep the competition away (Vacroux). One
of the key drivers in this market is tenders that are financed by state budgets to supply hospitals across
the country (Cegedim , 2012).
"LIGHT VESSEL, DREDGER, FLOATING DOCK; FLOATING SUBMERSIBLE DRILL PLATFORM"
In examining Brazil's exports in the 2003 - 2011 period, not much has changed. In 2003, Brazil exports
were zero and by 2011 the volume jumped to $1.05 billion, mostly in Singapore. At an 8 digit SITC level
one finds that the product in question are floating or submergible drilling platforms used mainly in the
oil exploration industry.
Table 12: Brazil main markets for "Light Vessel, Dredger, Floating Dock; Floating Submersible Drill Platform"
1 Angola 0
2 Argentina C
3 Bohvia 0
4 Canada 0
5 Cape Verde 0
6 Colombia 0
7 Congo O
8 Ecuador C
9 Guyana C
10 C6te d'vo re C
Others C
Tota ; C
1 Singapore 1,042,734
2 Canada 1.30
3 Colombia 20
4 Boivia 11
5 Netherlands 0
6 Guyana C
7 Suriname C
8 Angca C
9 Swtzerland C
10 Argent na 0
Others
__Thta :'042,896
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
Back in the 1980's Petrobras (Brazil's main oil explorer and producer) seismic studies showed that the
majority of Brazilian's oil reserves were located deeper than 1,000 meters. At that time there was no
technologies for exploration at such depth, therefore the company had to import existing technologies
and start adapting it the technology to its own needs. From then on, Petrobras has constantly improved
its technology and became a reference and leader in deep sea drilling worldwide (Neto & Costa, 2007).
The production cycle takes many years, so it comes as no surprise that in 2003 there was zero exports.
This can be confirmed by the fact that out of nine years studied, four had significant trade, those being:
2004 ($1.2 billion exported to Argentina), 2007 ($0.5 billion exported to Singapore and $0.1 billion
exported to USA), 2008 ($0.9 billion exported to USA and $0.6 billion exported to Singapore) and 2011
($1.05 billion exported to Singapore).
An analysis of Russia's import pattern of this product category is even more complicated than Brazil's
exports.
In 2003, Russia imported only $16 million almost all from two countries, Ukraine and the Netherlands. In
2011, imports grew to $1.9 billion, being $1.76 billion from Korea, $87 million from Netherlands, $35
million from Japan and $28 million from other countries. The only year between the period of 2003 -
2011, which had significant trade, was 2005, with $443 million imported from Japan.
Graph 15: Russian Federation main suppliers of "Light Vessel, Dredger., Floating Dock; Floating Submersible Drill
Platform"
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As with Brazil, such a dynamic is endemic from the nature of the oil industry. In Russia, the majority of
oil exploration and production is onshore. In 2011, total production was 9.8 million barrels per day (U.S.
Energy Information Administration, 2012), with offshore production represented less than 5% of this
volume. Without having more information, one concludes that imports during the period of 2003-2010
were related to finalization of one of the four existing offshore platforms (Sakhalin I & I, Prirazlomnoye
and Kravtsovskoye).
2011's imports seem to be related to Russia's efforts to develop production in the Arctic region (Kramer,
2011). According to some experts, Russia's efforts to tap oil reserves in the Arctic region will require at
least another 20 ice resistant rigs over the next 10 years (Voice of Russia, 2010).
As mentioned earlier, Brazil is already a reference for offshore deep sea drilling. What remains in
question is if Brazilian creativity and adaptation skills will allow them to fit its current technologies to
operate in areas of freezing temperatures. If possible, one can forecast a potential partnership between
governments leading to an increase in trade of at least $1 billion, over the next 5 to 10 years.
FOOTWEAR, UPPER OF LEATHER"
From 2003 to 2011, Brazilian exports of leather shoes shrunk 42.67%, from $1.28 to $0.74 billion. It is
worth noting that from 2003 to 2005 shoe exports increased, reaching a top of $1.51 billion. From 2006
onwards, exports started shrinking progressively. One can infer from the table of main markets for
Brazilian exports that the decrease is not industry specific rather, it is associated with one market in
particular, the USA.
Table 13: Brazil main markets for "Footwear, Upper of Leather"
I United States of America 940,484
2 U ni te d K? ingdom 103,697
3 Canada 33,399
4 Mexicc 22,541
5 Che 18110
6 Nether ands I7,8
7 Spain 1A873
8 Argent na 12,C99
9 Gerrnany 1.838
10 Austra a 8,965
Others 1Cc,212
Tcta .283.666
Surce: radernap.org (201
1 United States o America 203,309
2 United K ingdom 88,113
3 ta 61282
4 France 56,C02
5 Chile 30,732
6 Argentina 30,377
7 Germany 21,098
8 Russian Federation 20,390
9 8c via 18228
10 Hong Kong, China 14,729
Others 19,693
Tota: 735,953
From 2003 to 2011, the USA remained the main importer of Brazilian shoes though volume declined
78.83%, a total loss of $0.74 billion worth of exports. Other countries such as Mexico, Canada and the
Netherlands also demonstrated a significant drop in imports, leading those countries to be off the list as
main destination for Brazilian footwear exports. One of the main reasons for the export drop was the
appreciation of the Brazilian Real against the Dollar. Additionally the production process started
receiving more aggregated value before being exported thereby raising the price when product was sold
abroad (Smith, 2011).
Increase sophistication led to decreases in exports to the countries mentioned above and also had an
opposite effect that allowed Brazilian products to enter different markets known for demanding higher-
end products.
Exports to Italy and France in 2003 were $2.33 and $5.9 million; by 2011, exports grew to $61.28 and
$56.00 million, resulting in a CAGR of 43.93% and 28.16%, respectively.
Exports to Russia also demonstrated surprising growth. In this same period, Russian imports of Brazilian
shoes grew at a 23.28% CAGR, going from $3.1 to $20.4 million.
Russia's total imports of leather footwear is impressive. From 2003 to 2011, imports grew 1,772%
surging from $117 million to $2.19 billion.
China remained the primary supplier with more than 50% of the market; Italy remained as the
secondary supplier with 12.30%; Vietnam with 5.83% replaced Turkey as the third biggest exporter. The
other seven main exporters are a mix of European, Eastern European and Asian countries, with the
exception of Brazil that, by 2011, was the tenth biggest exporter with 1.22% of the market.
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Having local knowledge is easy to understand the dynamics of the market. Russia's female population is
53.75%, women living in the developed cities are fashion driven - if walking in the streets of Moscow or
Saint Petersburg, it is rare to see a woman using flat shoes - however, just a minority of these women
can afford to buy high-end brand Italian stilettos. That being the situation, it is easy to understand such
a market split.
For Brazilian shoe exporters this is the perfect combination. Design and quality are high - fact
demonstrated by the increased acceptance in markets such as France and Italy -, products are sold at a
premium but at much lower prices than its Italian substitutes. That being the case, with a proper
marketing strategy, Brazilian leather-footwear should be able to reach a similar level of exports as those
shipped to Italy or France, representing a potential of $20 to $40 million in the coming years.
RUSSIAN PRODUCTS WIT H EXPORT POTENTIAL TO BRAZIL
In the same manner as the Brazilian exports, the original list of SITC products with four digits is also
composed by 1,248 items. In the case of Russia's exports, only two categories demonstrated significant
export potential to Brazil given the constrains stipulated by the filters described earlier. Not surprisingly,
both products are a sub-category of Russia's main export ""Mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc".
Table 14: Russian products with export potential to Brazil
TOTAL Alse ected products 245,739 97,005,754 2^_,497,55C
271_0 Petroleum o :s, not crude 245,739 91,476,874 16,905.13 5_
'71Petroleumr gases C5.528.88C 4,5 9 2 19
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
In 2011, Brazil imports from Russia in these categories totaled $246 million. This is equivalent to 1.14%
of Brazilian needs ($21.49 billion), or 0.25% of Russia's exports ($97.01 billion).
"PET ROLELUM OILS, NOT CRU DE"
With a CAGR of 23.25%, exports grew from $14 billion in 2003, to $91 billion by 2011. This growth rate
also boosted the participation of products in overall exports, going from fourth at 10.42%, to second
place representing 19.13% of all exports.
The three main importers in 2003 were the Netherlands ($2.55 billion), Switzerland ($2.32 billion) and
the UK ($0.99 billion); which combined for 42.13% of all exports.
Table 15: Russian federation main markets for "Petroleum Oils, Not Crude"
Rs Nethefli ,i552,83 20ehr0ns
I jNetherlands 2,552,835 N1 Nherlnds
2 Switzerland 2,324,987
3 United Kingdom 992,660
4 Cyprus 979,204
5 Italy 935,273
6 British Virgin 'slands 883,621
7 China 784,425
8 Estonia 553,659
9 Turkey 444,285
10 Finland 284,516
Others 3, 198,352
Tctal 13,933,87
| 20,794,891
2 France 6,773,516
3 Turkey 5,746,342
4 Switzerland 5,717,705
5 United Kingdom 5,544,04C
6 1 ta y 5,474,008
7 Latvia 5,229,785
8 China 4,565,580
9 United States of America 3,835,207
10 Ukraine 2,919,313
Others 24,876,487
Tota_ 91,476,874
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
By 2011, exports to the Netherlands grew to $20.79 billion, confirming its status as a main target market
(22.73% of exports), while exports to the other countries were evenly distributed, averaging $5 billion
for the remaining nine countries on the list.
The two other countries with an abnormal increase are Turkey and the USA. Exports to Turkey grew 13
times (from $0.44 to $5.74 billion) while exports to USA, not even a main market in 2003, grew 18.5
times (from $0.2 to $3.83 billion).
In 2011, Brazil's production of petroleum reached 2,301 thousand barrels per day (The CIA, 2011) while
consumption was 2,029 thousand barrels per day (The CIA, 2011). The trade balance of Brazil is a net
exporter of crude petroleum (SITC 2709), having exported $21.6 billion against $14.1 billion of imports;
and a net importer of non-crude petroleum (SITC 2710), having exported only $4.3 billion against $16.9
billion of imports.
The explanation why Brazil imports so much petroleum despite production being higher than
consumption is due to two related facts; the type of petroleum Brazil extracts and the technology of its
current refineries (Fantine, 2003).
Brazil reserves consist mainly of crude petroleum; crude refining is more expensive and produces lower
output of certain products such as gasoline. At the same time many of Brazil's refineries, built in the 60's
and 70's, are not fit to effectively process crude as the grade extracted in Brazil. For that reason,
Brazilian companies need to import petroleum not crude, sometimes referred to as "light", and blend it
with the local product prior to refining it.
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In 2003, imports of "petroleum oils, not crude" were $1.85 billion with Argentina, Algeria and India as
the three main suppliers with 24.25%, 16.59% and 11.71% of the market, respectively. By 2011, imports
rose to $16.9 billion; USA replaced Argentina as the biggest supplier, Algeria and India traded places as
second and third suppliers. Market shares were 21.97%, 19.19% and 14.92%, respectively.
The USA and Korea are worth a more in depth analysis. In 2011, the USA exported $3.71 billion, a
number 134 times bigger than its exports of $27 million back in 2003. Korean exports are even more
impressive as during this period, exports to Brazil grew from $116 thousand to $1.2 billion.
Neither in 2003 or 2011, was Russia one of the ten biggest petroleum supplier to Brazil as volumes were
$5 and 245 million, respectively.
Exports to Brazil vary greatly, not displaying a sign of developing partnerships, and this can be seen by
infrequency of trade over many years.
In 2007, Russia was the ninth biggest supplier with $208 million; in 2008, Russia had the highest volume
of exports ($806 million) placing it as the fifth main supplier; by 2009, export volume dropped to $51
million, placing Russia as the 1 4 th main supplier.
If Russia is successful in stabilizing and developing trade within this category, the results could be an
increase of approximately $1 billion in exports to Brazil, which is equivalent to a 33.95% increase to total
exports in 2011 ($2.94 billion).
The route to this outcome can be achieved much faster if both governments work in some type of
bilateral agreement and, knowing that in both countries this industry is controlled by the State, such
outcome can easily be achieved.
"PETROLEUM GASES"
Petroleum gas exports grew from $19.50 billion in 2003, to $69.67 billion in 2011, being the third most
exported goods from Russia, representing 14.57% of total exports.
It is impossible to make a detailed analysis of the main importers of Russian gas based on the
information available in the UNCOMTRADE database. Exports to many countries were bundled together
and reported under the heading "Area Nes".
According to the UN International Trade Statistics Knowledgebase the definition of "Area Nes" is: "The
partner "Areas NES (not elsewhere specified)" is used (a) for low value trade and (b) if the partner
designation was unknown to the country or if an error was made in the partner assignment. The
reporting country does not send us the details of the trading partner in these specific cases. Sometimes
reporters do this to protect company information.
So, one could say that "Area nes" is a group of partner countries, but the components of the group vary
by reporter, by year and by commodity." (United Nations, 2010). It is hard to say why Russia reported
exports in such a manner, but what one can guess given the volumes, is that the majority are exports to
the European Union.
The majority of Russia's gas exports are, with a few exceptions, conducted via pipelines. One of the
exceptions within the table below are exports to Japan, which are made in liquefied form (LNG).
Because of the way the product is exported, and its possible implications to future trade with Brazil, a
more detailed analysis is presented.
Table 16: Russian federation main markets for" Petroleum Gases"
I Area Nes 19,307,883
2 Poland 147,615
3 Fin and :2,375
4 Lthuana 11,236
5 Latvia 7,035
6 Turkey 4,962
7 S cvak a 1,872
8 Eston'a ,723
9 Repub c o- Mc dcva .294
10 Hungary 72
Others 2,590
Tota: 19,499,3C6
1 Area Nes 64,146,821
2 Japan 3,269,11..C
3 Pc and 674,197
4 Repub cofKorea 472.736
5 Turkey 280.487
6 Finland 190,097
7 Ukra ne
8 Hungary 69,847
9 China 66,6C9
10 Latvia 66.376
Others 335,975
Tota: 69,673,298
Source: Trademap.org (2013)
From the nine years analyzed in this study, LPG exports to Japan started only during 2009 with an initial
volume of $600 million. In just a two-year interval, exports reached $3.27 billion. The increase in LNG
exports to Japan came because of Japan's higher dependence of fuel to fire its thermal electric plants
after the Fukushima accident in March 2011.
Another reason for Japan's rising need for fuel for its power plants was an agreement signed between
Gazprom (Russia's State controlled gas company, and leader of the market) and the government of
Japan (Herszenhhorn, 2012) in September 2012. The agreement establishes the construction of a $13
billion natural gas terminal in Vladivostok (East of Russia). This terminal would expand Russia's capacity
to export LNG to Asia-Pacific, as well as Central and South America. Currently, Russia relies only on its
Sakhalin facility.
In the 2003 - 2011 period, Brazil imports of petroleum gases have grown 6.16 times, from $0.75 to
$4.59 billion. In 2003, there were three main suppliers: Bolivia, Argentina and Nigeria, each one with
35.49%, 21.94%, and 5.87% of the market, respectively. All remaining imports were distributed amongst
many suppliers, all with market share less than to 1%.
Graph 18: Brazil main suppliers of "Petroleum Gases"
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By 2011, Bolivia consolidated its role as a main supplier, growing market share to almost 60% of all
Brazilian's imports. This comes as no surprise given that Bolivia is the only country that has a pipeline
connecting its production to the Brazilian network, thus allowing for transport in its natural state.
The rest of the market for petroleum gases is split almost evenly in two ranges: countries with 7 to 9% of
the market (Argentina, Algeria and the USA), and countries with 1 to 3% of the market (Angola, Nigeria
Qatar, Equatorial Guinea, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE). All these nine countries supply gas to Brazil in
different liquefied forms (propane, butane, LNG, LPG), totaling $1.31 billion.
The commercial opportunity for Russia lies in its ability to bundle exports of liquefied gases to petroleum
oil exports, and try to replace at least four of the current suppliers such as Qatar, Equatorial Guinea,
Saudi Arabia and UAE. The result could be an increase of approximately $300 million, or 7% of the
market.
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
D)OING BUSINESS INDEX
The Doing Business Report ranks 185 countries in relation to ease of doing business, being 1 the best,
and 185 the worst. The rank takes into account the following aspects: starting a business, dealing with
construction permits, getting electricity, registering property, getting credit, protecting investors paying
taxes, trading across borders, enforcing contracts, and resolving insolvency. In 2013, Brazil occupied the
1 30t' place (The World Bank, 2013) and Russia the 112th (The World Bank, 2013) in this index. Both ranks
are far from the average for OECD countries, which was 29.25.
Brazil is situated between South Asia (1 21st place) and Sub-Saharan Africa (14 0 th place), and far from the
average for Latina America and the Caribbean (9 7 h place).
Russia is placed between Middle East & North Africa (9 8 th place) and South Asia, also far from the
average of its regional countries, Eastern Europe & Central Asia (73th place).
For the purpose of this thesis, the section that deserves more attention is ease to trade across borders.
Both Russia and Brazil display very poor performance when compared to OECD countries. Russia ranks
16 2nd place and Brazil 12 3rd, while OECD countries average 16th place.
There are three main areas used to define ease of trade across borders (exports as well imports):
documents necessary, time to conclude processes and cost per container.
Table 17: Trade across border indicators in 2013
Documents to export (number) 7 8 4.4
Time to Export (days) 13 21 11
Cost to export (USD per container) 2,215 2,820 1,059
Documents to import (number) a 11 5
Time to Import (days) 17 36 11.4
Cost to import (JSD per conta iner) 2,275 2,920 1,106
Souerce: Doing Business Report (2013)
Exports from OECD countries normally require 4.4 documents. Brazil and Russia require almost double;
seven and eight documents, respectively. The number of necessary documents to import is almost the
same for OECD countries and Brazil, seven and five, imports to Russia on the other hand requires eleven
documents.
Brazil compared evenly with OECD countries when it came to number of days to conclude an
exportation process, thirteen compared to eleven days; exports in Russia takes twenty-one days. When
it comes to importing, the Brazilian clearing process takes seventeen days and Russia's an amazing
thirty-six days (the clearing period in Russia can take many more days if the importer relies solely on the
bureaucratic system, and much less if it decides to "bring a gift" to the custom agents. Normally the size
of the gift is somehow proportional to the amount imported). OECD takes about the same time to
import as to export.
The discrepancy regarding prices per container is even more appalling. The average cost per container in
the OECD countries is $1.1 thousand, Brazil is two times more expensive, on average $2.2 thousand and
Russia is almost three times more expensive, on average $2.9 thousand.
BRAZIL FOREIGN TRADE BARRIERS
Brazil is a member of the Mercosul, a custom union formed by Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay
(The Office of the United States Trade Representative, 2012). Formed in 1991, the union aimed to create
a single tax regime for all four countries. Despite the fact that Mercosul members vote together for
tariff increases or decreases, the treaty allows individual countries to apply country specific exceptions.
Brazil taxes within the Mercosul averaged 11.64%, while Brazil's average bound tariff in the World Trade
Organization (WTO) was 31.4%.
Besides federal taxes, there are also state taxes that can be applied to imports. The domestic tax system
can be very complicated, involving multiple cascading taxes that might double the cost of imported
goods.
All imports have to be registered with the Secretariat of Foreign Trade through its electronic system.
Certain products do not require import licenses (automatic licenses), while other products such as
beverages, pharmaceuticals and arms & ammunition, require import licenses (non-automatic licenses).
The Secretariat of Foreign Trade provides on the internet a list of products requiring licenses in order to
be imported.
Import of other products such as foreign blood products, used consumer goods as well as used medical
equipment, communication and information products are prohibited.
RUSIANFEDRAION )l'REGN TRADE BAR RRS
Russia, together with Belarus and Kazakhstan, formed in 2010 a single Custom Union with a common
external tariff (The Office of the United States Trade Representative, 2012), with a few country specific
exceptions.
On average agricultural products exported to Russia face an applied tariff of 13.5%, while industrial and
consumer goods face a tariff of 8.9%. An excise tariff is applied to luxury goods, for example: cars are
taxed based on the amount of horsepower in the engine, while spirits are taxed based on the alcohol
content. Furthermore, many products go through a tariff-rate quota, the most widely know is the quota
on beef.
The following products require an import and activity license: alcoholic beverages, pharmaceuticals,
encryption technology, explosives, narcotics, nuclear substances & equipments to be used in nuclear
facilities, hazardous waste and some food products.
Russia still has in place a series of export duties which are used to increase revenue and drive policies.
The most commonly known are taxes on exports of fish products, fertilizers, wood, certain metals and
hydrocarbons (oil).
CONCLUSION
This paper begins with the assumption that trade between Brazil and Russian Federation is
underdeveloped and that there are multiple opportunities to be explored. Through an in-depth analysis
of trade between the two countries over nine years, I have found that, despite increases to volume,
commercial activities were concentrated in a few products; thus proving the underdevelopment of the
bilateral relationship. This fact was further highlighted when compared to the activity both countries
have in world trade: Brazil has a diversified export basket, while Russia concentrates on the exports of
oil products, (though it does not export much of this category to Brazil).
The analysis of the trade data was further explored to uncover possibilities that would have a high
impact on overall trade volume, have real possibility of execution and that which is currently
undeveloped, or nonexistent. The path taken was to search for products that each country imported at
more than $1 billion per year and that the exporting country had the ability to fulfill this demand.
Logistics issues, a great hurdle in international trade, were considered by observing which countries
were currently providing the imports. The result was a possible increase of approximately $2.0 billion
dollars per year. If one considered other types of products, or methods to boost current trade
categories, the bottom line would be much higher.
Over the last decade the governments of Brazil and Russia have continuously engage in talks to improve
their bilateral relationship, thus boosting commercial opportunities. The current waiver of visa
requirements and the latest bilateral agreement signed in early 2013 attest to this relationship, however
there are other opportunities still to be developed with the help of government intervention. One
example, already referenced in this paper, would be an agreement in which Brazil would concede to
acquire all, or a significant amount, of its "Petroleum, not crude" (totaling $16.9 billion in 2011) needs
from Russia. Such a commitment would naturally be beneficial to Russia, but will also give leverage to
Brazil in negotiating more favorable terms of trade, such as the quotas for beef and soybeans exports.
Much can be done in both countries in order to improve trading across borders and to eliminate trade
barriers, as well as to ease business development, but suggestions for such changes would require far
more research. Hurdles on this area are highly related to local peculiarities on the way business is
conducted and, according to the author's own experience; the similarities between the countries is
striking. Obviously, differences exist, but language and weather seems to be the main differences.
That said, what needs to be done is to have more people who understand the cultures, languages and
the way of doing business to act more proactively. Collaboration should aim to accelerate trade
markedly. Foreign direct investment and joint ventures are the next step. This path will lay the
foundations for a real economic block in half of the BRIC nations (namely Brazil and Russia).
One last fact shows that such trends are already taking place; in June 2012, BTG Pactual (one of the
leading investment banks in Brazil) and VTB Capital (one of the leading investment banks in Russia)
established a strategic cooperation agreement to explore opportunities between Russia and Latin
America (BTG Pactual, 2012).
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